Abstract. Algorithm for structural-parametric identification of plants with recycle loops, containing time-delays both in main channel and in feedback channel, from real-impulse responses is considered in this article.
I. INTRODUCTION
Although many works in the field of structural and structural-parameric (SP) identification has been published recently, most of the works on system identification are still based on parametric models (models with predefined structure and unknown parameters) [1] , [2] .
At present there still not exists a well-developed universally recognized SP-identification method neither for nonlinear dynamical systems nor for linear ones. Such a way a further research in the field of SP-identification is vital for control theory [3] , [4] .
The problem of structural-parametric identification of plants with time-delays is difficult by itself and it becomes even much more complicated when there are recirculation streams (outlines with positive feedbacks) with time-delays.
The latter are quite common in use, especially in chemical processes when a reactant or processed substance is put back to the previous stage of the process. For instance, recycle processes can take place in crushing machines and recycle columns for sulfuric acid production [5] , [6] .
Recycle processes are quite difficult to be identified and, as result of this, methods of theoretical modeling are widely used for determination of mathematical models of recycle systems. As for identification approaches, these methods can be divided on two groups: 1) methods with direct experimental impact on recycle loop (most popular ones); 2) passive identification methods [7] .
Methods of the first group make it possible to determine dynamical properties of recycle systems from opened loop responses as well as closed loop responses when methods of the second group are applicable in closed loop configuration only. Both approaches are based on recurrent iterative procedures using models with pre-defined structures.
In [8] method of SP-identification of recycle systems from step responses was proposed but in defined situations it is difficult (or even impossible) to apply this method due to the physical restrictions.
Quite often using of impulse responses may solve the problem. Such a way in this article we consider a structural-parametric identification of delay-type objects containing recirculation outlines from impulse responses using discrete-time input and output experimental data.
II. MAIN RESULT
Within the framework of mathematical apparatus of the discrete-time systems the problem of structural-parametric identification comes in fact to the problem of effective power series approximation, where experimental data can be expressed as
where ,
Ts z e  . s j     Series (1) can be approximated with continued fractions as it was proposed by V. Ya. Kartashov in [9] . Selection of an order of approximation is the problem to solve at this stage of identification.
Elements of the series (1) are related by recurrent equations determined by the system structure: 
AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS
General theory of continued fractions conformity with formal Loran series is presented in [10] , [11] . The variety of practical methods of representing the power series in a continued fraction form are also given there. The Rutishauser's method was chosen to be the method of representing analytic functions by continued fractions. This choice is conditioned by several advantages of using Rutishauser method for identification from impulse responses as it was proved in [12] .
Rutishauser's method is determined by the formula [10] :
where To determine the most proper order of approximation (which determines structure of the model) methodic proposed in [3] is used: definition of the structure is made by dropping a number of indexes that correspond to values close to zero in the residual fraction numerator.
As it is implied that in (2) The determination of continued fraction coefficients can be realized by calculation of an identification matrix 
where n -is a length of { },
, and if j ≥ 2:
-for even j, and ,
On the basis of the zero-row elements of (3) up to the zero-element the continued fraction is formed. As result of fraction convolution, considering , d z  the discrete-transfer function in fractionally rational form is determined
where k is order of the transfer function defined by the order of identification matrix; d is discrete value of the transport time-delay. On the assumption of the strict equivalency of discrete model to the continuous one, the original continuous transfer function can be retrieved with the inverse Z-transform.
Transient process of system with a recycle loop can be formally divided into three consequent stages: 1) transient process in the open-looped main channel (because of the time-delay in the feedback channel, at this stage system acts as an open-looped one by fact); 2) process caused by the delayed feedback (at this stage system can be considered as open-looped system with nontrivial input signal); 3) process caused by the feedback reaction onto the second stage (at this stage system can be considered as closed-loop system with known input signal and non-zero initial conditions caused by previous stages).
Beginning of each stage of transient process is characterized by structural distortion so that in assumption of quite small sampling time it can be detected with analasys of experimental sequence.
Stages of transient processes can be detected using structural functions alike transient Kolmogorov's structural function.
Basing on the fist stage the transfer function of the main loop can be determined. At the same time there is no practical possibility to identify the transfer function of the recycle loop on the values of input and output sequences of the system while feedback is active because of the difficult nature of the time-delay impact. Based on this, the transfer function of recycle loop should be determined on the output signal of the feedback loop.
As the only observed values are input and output of the system the respective impact for the main channel can be determined from the identified on the first stage transfer function and output sequence of the system, which correspond to the stages two and three.
In order to achieve this, it is necessary to shift from transfer function of main loop to a difference equation in correlation to an input signal 1 1
As result the sequence will be found which can be used to determine the sequence of the recycle loop as the system input signal is known.
It is usually impossible to generate a short-time signal which can be assumed to be ideal impulse and therefore real impulses such as rectangular, trapezoidal, sawtooth, triangular at alias are used. In such cases system response should also be decomposed in respect to stages of real-impulse as it was proposed in [12] .
When the level of noise and external disturbances is significant, there is a problem of stability of continued fraction approximant so that method described above should be supplemented with characteristic polynomial stability-restrictions.
For characteristic equation:
Stability criterion can be formulated as following. 
where i s are roots of continuous transfer function; i z are roots of discrete transfer function; s T is sampling period, s.
Transformation is carried out within the general frequency band, limited by Nyquist frequency according to the Nyquist-Shannon-Kotelnikov sampling theorem. On the basis of matched Z-transform properties the negative roots of z-plane are looped off during the mapping to the s-plane [13] . This fact makes the structural equivalence possible. The parametrical equivalence during the transformation mainly depends on the time-delay sampling error.
In general case the time-delay of continuous object can be represented as: the shift of lattice function is present that causes the zeroes distortion of retrieving CTF. Determination of delay time with assumption of the strict structural equivalency can be realized with the backtab, but it isn't so efficient when zeroes are substantially distorted.
Thereby it is necessary to represent discrete transfer function preliminary divided into the discrete part of data-hold transfer function as a sum of simple fractions .
. . When using impulse response, identification of poles can be realized from undisturbed motion of the system and determination of the zeros should be realized with solution of the system of equations formed on the basis of transient process formula:
where j n is the order of Laplace transform image of a process at time j t ; , Systems of transcendental equations (4) can be solved with numerical methods, while the gain coefficient is determined then by formula
where The block scheme of the system is represented in Fig. 1 . Input signal is a real trapezoidal impulse defined by formula:
where ( ) t  is Heaviside step function. Analog-to-digital converter sampling period T = 0.1s.
We suppose that there is only measurement noise -white noise with amplitude 0.015.
Scheme used for modeling is represented in Fig. 2 . The experimental process in presence of measurement noise is represented in Fig. 3 .
Using structural function we can find extremums of structural disturbances that correspond to changes in input-signal (stages of recycle process).
From undisturbed motion that corresponds to the first stage of transient process we can determine poles of main-loop transfer function. Identification matrix formed using downsampled to T = 2s output sequence (using downsampling is necessary to increase differences between identification matrix coefficients and to decrease impact of disturbances on the transfer function retrieving accuracy) corresponding to time-frame from 20s to 30s: Using a-priori knowledge of the input signal we can form a system of equations to retrieve zeroes of transfer function. As it was shown in [14] transcendental equations for trapezoidal impulse and model of 2nd order can be written as 
